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BEST radar detectors of 2024


Radar detectors and other police radar and laser countermeasures remain RadarBuster's speciality.


During this 7-minute video you will discover the five most important features you should consider when selecting the
best radar detector of 2024 for your personalized driving habits and your budget from the following list of the radar detectors currently available from RadarBusters in 2024.

RadarBusters offers only quality radar detectors and we provide the best pre and post sales support in the business!
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Whistler Titan


Best value high-performance GPS equipped detector with DSP




  Price: $349.95  
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Uniden R3


Top selling extreme performance GPS detector




  Price: $299.99  
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Uniden R7


Highest performance detector with dual antennas and arrows





 Price: $499.99 
 Sale Price: $495.00 
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Uniden R4


Top selling extreme performance GPS detector




 Price: $379.99 
 SALE $373.99 
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Uniden R8


Highest performance detector with dual antennas and arrows





 
Uniden R8 Price: $699.99 
 Sale Price: $674.99 
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Uniden R9


Highest performance installed radar detector and laser jammer





  Price: $3,999.99  
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Escort Redline 360c


Best overall Escort undetectable detector with three antennas & directional arrows




  Price: $799.95  
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Escort MaxCam 360c


Escort's first dashman radar detector featuring dual antennas & directional arrows




  Price: $849.95  
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Escort Max 360 MkII


Escort Max 360 MkII radar detector from Escort with dual antennas & directional arrows for a $100 less than the 360c MKII while providing an equal level of performance.




 Price: $549.95 
 Sale Price: $499.95 
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Escort Max 360c MkII


Escort Max 360c MkII conventional radar detector from Escort with dual antennas & directional arrows




  Price: $699.95  
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Uniden DFR7




The Uniden DFR7 radar detector w/GPS supporting Redlight and Speed Camera alerting offers a very high level of performance as well as excellent K-band CAS avoidance filtering.


The DFR7 offers the best value in a GPS detector.




 Price: $249.99 
 Sale Price: $229.99 
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Adaptiv TPX Pro Motorcycle


Adaptiv TPX Pro GPS Motorcycle Detector

Equipped with external LED display and waterproof & shock proof.





 Adaptiv TPX Price:
 $399.99 
 Sale Price: $329.99 
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Adaptiv TPX 2.0 Motorcycle



TPX Motorcycle Detector from Adaptiv Technologies. 

Equipped with external LED display and waterproof & shock proof.





 Adaptiv TPX Price:
 $299.00 
 239.00 $239.99 
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Cobra RAD 450


Cobra RAD 450


Cobra's smallest and least expensive detector made today. A huge seller.





  Cobra RAD 450 Price: $129.95  
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Cobra RAD 480i


Cobra RAD 480i


Cobra's smallest and least expensive radar detector made today. A huge seller.





  Cobra RAD 450 Price: $149.95  
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Cobra RAD 700i


Cobra RAD 700i

Cobra's smallest and least expensive radar detector made today. A huge seller.

<div style="box-shadow: 5px 5px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.40);width:301px;">
 <iframe src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/IWhSkWoyo9Y?rel=0&controls=0&showinfo=0" frameborder="0" gesture="media" allow="encrypted-media" "="" allowfullscreen="" height="169" width="300" style="display:block;">
 </iframe>
</div>






  Cobra RAD 700i Price: $249.95  
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Escort Max 3


The Escort Max 3 is Escort's most sensitive single antenna radar detector.




  Price: $399.95  
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TPX H.A.R.D. Visual Motorcycle Radar Alert System



TPX H.A.R.D. wireless radar
detector alert system for motorcycle riders. The transmitter interfaces
with Escort, Beltronics, Uniden, and Valentine 1 radar detectors and the receiver
mounts to the outside of your helmet and flashes a bright red LED light
when your detector activates.






 Price: $198.00 
 Sale Price: $179.99 
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TPX H.A.R.D. Audible Motorcycle Radar Alert System



TPX H.A.R.D. wireless radar
detector alert system for motorcycle riders. The transmitter interfaces
with Escort, Beltronics, Uniden, and Valentine 1 radar detectors and the receiver
mounts to the outside of your helmet and flashes a bright red LED light
when your detector activates.






 Price: $169.00 
 Sale Price: $149.00 



OUT OF STOCK
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TPX H.A.R.D. Transmitter


This Transmitter is designed to be used with automotive radar detectors alongside TPX Wireless Headset or TPX Wireless Visual Alert. It is compatible with all Beltronics, Escort, and Valentine radar detectors with an RJ11 jack.  Originally designed and distributed by Legal Speeding Enterprises




 Price: $99.00 
 Sale Price: $89.99 
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TPX 12V USB POWER SUPPLY


Keep your electronic device charged on your motorcycle!  The TPX 12 volt USB power supply connects directly to your motorcycle’s power source.




 Price: $25.00 
 Sale Price: $21.95 
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TPX Automotive Laser Jammer and Parking Sensor


The TPX Automotive Laser Jammer and Parking Sensor System is the most advanced laser jamming and parking sensor system currently available.




 Price: $949.99 
 Sale Price: $769.99 
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TPX Motorcycle Laser Jammer and Parking Sensor


The TPX Motorcycle Laser Jammer and Parking Sensor System is the most advanced laser jamming and parking sensor system dedicated for motorcycles.




 Price: $599.99 
 Sale Price: $549.99 
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Frequently Asked Questions


Does Consumer Reports have any reviews of radar detectors?

No, we're not aware of any such reviews done by Consumer Reports.

Do you have any motorcycle detector reviews? 

Yes, click here for our motorcycle detector help guides.

How do you rate our radar detectors? 

We rate them by using star ratings. 5-star models are the very best and 1-star models are the worst.

Do you have any customer reviews of your detectors? 

Yes, once you find a radar detector that you’re interested in, just scroll down to the bottom of the page to read our consumer reviews.

Are radar detectors legal?


Yes, they are legal in the USA with the exception of Virginia, the District of Columbia, on all
military bases, and nationally in all commercial vehicles weighing over 10,000 pounds.
Over the years, however, the cost of any fines for operating one are small (relative to a
typical speeding ticket).



To enforce radar detector usage laws in Virginia and by commercial truck inspection
officers, police use a device called the Spectre RDD radar detector detector (or RDD) that
is able to sniff out many of the radar detectors made.




The best radar detectors are undetectable or nearly undetectable by Spectre RDDs,
making driving with a radar detector a much less risky proposition that it's been of past
years.




Because of this if you do drive in Virginia, Washington D.C., or are commercial vehicle
operator you will want to be sure to
select a radar detector that is stealth or nearly undetectable to the Spectre RDD.



Now if you live and/or drive where police laser enforcement is commonly used, you may
also want to scroll down to the bottom of this page to our Laser Jamming Reviews section to
check out those rankings and reviews.




In terms of police laser, we always recommend pairing your detector with Laser Veil to give you the
best chance at beating a speeding ticket.



About RadarBusters

[image: Radar Roy]RadarBusters, one of the longest operating and most experienced countermeasure dedicated company in the industry. We are not a big box electronics store that offers everything under the sun. You will find no other company that offers the same level of pre- and post-sales expertise, than us.



Unlike the other review websites out there, RadarBusters was founded by Radar Roy, a retired cop and certified traffic radar instructor with over 40 years of experience. Luxury Automotive was so impressed with Roy’s high standards and qualifications that they dubbed him the “General Schwarzkopf" of the countermeasure industry.





To learn more about Roy, read our reviews, or to download our free eBook click here.
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